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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
T U C SON, A R I Z 0 N A 85721

LABORATORY OF TREE-RING RESEARCH 3 March 1970

Mr. Herbert C. Sorensen
Department of Biochemistry

and Biophysics
University of California
Davis, California 95616

Dear Mr. Sorensen:

Your letter of 16 February has been circulated
among interested members of the Laboratory staff.
While we have come to rely heavily upon the computer
and have developed correlation programs, we are ex-
tremely interested in your approach. The "archaeological"
dating is very important to me in that I often am unable
to date specimens with one or two thousand rings against
a 7500-year master chronology, even with the "ball-park"
placement provided by a radiocarbon date.

There are two immediate sources of tree-ring data.
A,major source is "Dendroclimatic Changes in Semiarid
AmericaH by the late Edmund Schulman. It was published
in 1956 by the University of Arizona Press and sells
for $3.00. My 7104-year master chronology, a filtered
indices format in tabular form, is in the latest Tree-
Ring Bulletin (abstract enclosed). For your test pur-
poses, I could also provide the Pine Alpha Series
used in my plot illustration. These data dould be
provided in tabular form, as in the bulletin, or as
punched cards, if the card form is compatible. We use
the CDC 6400 computer.

In regard to computer dating: we certainly have
not ignored this type of program; it has proven to be
more complex than we figured. It involves, in addi-
tion to the computer statistics, a firm knowledge of
dendrochronology. Not always do the tree rings do
what is expected of them. In the bristlecone pine,
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for example, up to 10% of the rings may be missing
along a given radius. Quite often, by the time we
have our data searched out to our satisfaction and
ready for the computer, we have visually dated the
specimen or plotted data the~~~r~~. On the other hand,
we have some that are real c!,crf,o.v) I,

Since you mention the 7l04-year chronology, I
assume you have seen the bulletin. There were strong
reasons why I published the chronology as a filtered
series; thus, I would not be able to release the index
values to you. However, the filtered series should be
usable for your purposes. The alternative, for index
values, would be Schulman's book.

f\
I The 7104-year chronology has been extended to

7485-years, but the new data, along with some recently
collected material in the 5000-4000 B.C. range, is
still being studied. The 9000-year specimen, dated
by C-14, indicates a potential of perhaps 10,000 years.

Dr. Va1more C. LaMarche of our staff is also working
on a computer program of this nature, and we would be
pleased either to advise you or to evaluate your program.

Since~~l.Y,yoZurs,.//1 .
C_·~ "r=':

C. W. Ferguson
Associate Professor

of Dendrochronology

CWF/rab

Enclosures
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c. W. Fergu~on
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ability of datable wo~d in tb~ 9 OO-ypa~ rang and the pct~nt~al
fo:t' extension helle been irtdi~at:ed "y rndi ~a't'h() analv~d~o
Aftl eees 0': cnrcncl c gy development aee descrfbed, lk.tt:d 'bri.l,jt:'@~,
cone pine t,as been U~ d in radiocs:cbon B tudf.ea: approJ\',J,l;1A te!.y
soe samples 0 dated wood have been senr to varlou~ lshot'nl.or<hes ..•
This report, I containi.ng the tabular daea for the tatal cl"rtmology,
filtered co sbow 0 ly sho:t't ....tetln flu~tuatioi in growth~.@rn:'~~
~2 tl:u~U~st indc: pendeIi,t t1m.~c nt:t'ul of ij ch length [("Ir
ract1ocarbon ana lY~.•.3.•
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DEPARTME}I;T OF BIOCHEMISTRY

AND BIOPHYSICS
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95616

March 12, 1970

Dr. C.W. Ferguson
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research
The University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Dear Dr. Ferguson,
Thank you so much for your letter of March 3. I was delighted to

hear that the extension of the chronology proceeds apace.
The da~a that I have been testing indic~es that my program is

functioning nearly as expected and it seems that now would be as good
a time as ever to test the Pine Alpha Series. Your generous offer of
a deck of cards was almost too good to be true. This would save me much
time in terms of key punching. Can you send them right away? In anticipation
I have punched your published index values onto cards so that I can get
on with the testing.

I might mention that this is just a side interest of mine and that
I am spending most of my time doing molecular orbital calcul~tions on
various vitamins and other bi~logical compounds.

Best



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
T U C SON, A R I Z 0 N A 85721

LABORATORY OF TREE-RING RESEARCH 23 April 1970

Mr. Herbert C. Sorensen
Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics
University of California
Davis, California 95616
Dear Mr. Sorensen:

The computer plot for the Pine Alpha series and
the tabular data for it are enclosed. On it are noted
certain critical ring-years--those with minimum values.
I suggest that after you test the complete series, you
try a correlation program, working first with only one
or two "missing" rings (simply pull these minimum
values from the series). Then try with up to 5% missing
rings (bear in mind that we often are faced with even
greater numbers of missing rings).

The tabular listing of the Pine Alpha series are
filtered values, as I described in the Tree-Ring Bulletin.

I regret that this took so long to get organized,
but trust that it will still be of use to you.

Sincerely,.
,/// // //

L e" It:)1t1-£'~~
C. W. Fergus07
Associate Professor

of Dendrochronology

CWF/rab

Enclosures - 2
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